Background {#Sec1}
==========

Gastric Cancer (GC) is one of the most common cancers in the world, coming fourth and second in incidence and mortality rates, respectively \[[@CR1]\]. Most GCs are gastric adenocarcinomas (GACs), which further progress into intestinal and diffuse types based on the Lauren classification \[[@CR2]\]. Statistical data indicate that about 52% of the world's GAC patients come from China \[[@CR3]\]. Although the incidence and mortality rates of GC are decreasing, there are still around 700 thousand reported new cases and 500 thousand deaths per year \[[@CR4]\]. The high mortality rate is largely due to the lack of efficient early diagnosis, tumor metastasis in the advanced stage, and a lack of GC-specific precision-class medications. Therefore, it remains an urgent task to study its molecular mechanism of tumorigenesis and metastasis, so as to promote familial genetic screening, early diagnosis, and the development of effective therapeutic agents based on cancer-specific mutations and biomarkers.

GC is closely associated with susceptible genetic variants \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. The main reason for the development of GC is the activation of proto-oncogene and the inactivation of tumor suppressor genes \[[@CR7]\].

In recent years, we have improved understanding of the molecular aspects of GC. In particular, next-generation sequencing (NGS) provides a high-throughput method to systematically identify genetic alterations in the cancer genome. Several NGS studies in GC have been conducted, and many driver gene mutations reported, including *TP53*, *PIK3CA*, *CTNNB1*, *CDH1*, *SMAD4 and KRAS* \[[@CR8]\]. Some tumor suppressor genes, such as *APC*, *CDH1*, *CDH4*, *THBS1* and *UCHL1* are found to be inactivated by hypermethylation \[[@CR9]--[@CR12]\]. About 59% of GCs have mutations in chromatin remodeling genes such as *ARID1A*, *PBRM1 and SETD2* \[[@CR13]\]. Wang's study also found new mutated driver genes (*MUC6*, *CTNN2A* and *GLI3*) through whole-genome sequencing \[[@CR14]\]*.* Furthermore, they found that 14% of diffuse-type tumors have *RHOA* gene mutation \[[@CR14]\]. *CDH1* mutations were reported in hereditary diffuse GC \[[@CR15]\].

Today, genomic level characterization of GC is still lacking, in comparison to lung or colon cancers. We do not have a conclusive grasp on genomic level alterations, possibly due to its lower occurrence rate in developed countries. There are even fewer genomic level studies on the mechanism of GAC metastasis.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Patients and specimen collection {#Sec3}
--------------------------------

Five patients, all ethnic Chinese Han people, were selected from our GAC patient pool (over 1000 patients annually in Renji Hospital, Shanghai, China) based on sample completeness and quality. All patients selected were at an advanced disease stage at initial presentation (stage III or IV in AJCC 7th staging system) and had received curative or palliative gastrectomies. These patients did not receive preoperative chemotherapy or radiotherapy before surgery. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} contains basic information concerning these patients. For each patient, we collected the primary gastric cancer tissue, the adjacent stomach normal tissue, the metastatic lymph nodes and the adjacent normal lymph nodes. All tumor samples were confirmed to have at least 20% tumor cells in proportion, while adjacent normal samples have 0% tumor cells in proportion through H&E staining.Table 1Overview of patients and tumor characteristics of the 5 GAC analyzed in the studyIDGenderTNMStageHistological typeP1MaleT4bN3aM0IIICMucinous adenocarcinomaP2MaleT4bN3aM0IIICPapillary tubular adenocarcinomaP3MaleT4bN3aM0IIICUndifferentiated adenocarcinomaP4MaleT4bN3bM1IVPoorly differentiatedP5MaleT4bN3bM0IIICMucinous adenocarcinoma; Signet ring cell

Nucleic acid preparation {#Sec4}
------------------------

Tissue sections were deparaffinized, as previously reported, by using 100% xylene (Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo), followed with 100% ethanol \[[@CR16]\]. The deparaffinized samples were then suspended again in one proteinase K-contained buffer (Finnzyme, Espoo, Finland). After extracted with phenol-chloroform (Sigma Chemical Company), the DNA samples were treated with ethanol precipitation and resuspension in deionized water. DNA was quantified through spectrophotometer, and 200 ng DNA samples were utilized as a template for each polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

Whole-exome sequencing and data analysis {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------

Library construction and targeted exome enrichment were performed using the Illumina TruSeq DNA Sample Prep Kit (San Diego, CA, USA) and the SeqCap EZ Human Exome Library v2.0 kit (Roche NimbleGen, WI, USA), respectively. Next, paired-end sequencing was performed on the Illumina X-Ten sequencer, according to the manufacturer's instructions, yielding \~ 150 bp short sequence reads. For each sample, there were around 100 million reads generated, accounting for 100-200X coverage of the entire exome.

Raw reads (fastq files) were checked for the data quality using Fastqc \[[@CR17]\]. Plots of quality scores across all bases in reads showed the majority of positions have quality Q ≥ 20. Raw reads were then trimmed for adapter contamination with Trimmomatic version 0.32 \[[@CR18]\]. Leading and trailing low quality bases (below 3) were removed. Reads were also scanned with a 4-base wide sliding window and the following bases were cut when the average quality per base drops below 15. Finally, only reads longer than 50 bases were kept for next step analysis. Paired clean reads, after Trimmomatic treatment, were aligned against the reference genome hg19 by using Burrows-Wheelers Aligner \[[@CR19]\]. The remaining reads were then calibrated and realigned using Genome Analysis Toolkit \[[@CR20]\]. The realigned BAM files were analyzed using MuTect \[[@CR21]\] to detect somatic single-nucleotide variants and insertions/deletions, respectively. Normal germline variants were filtered out by dbSNP database (dbSNP version 132) \[[@CR22]\]. All programs were run under default parameter settings. Copy number variation analysis was performed by EXCAVATOR2 \[[@CR23]\]. A copy number (CN) of 2 meant no CNV i.e. the cancer tissue having the same CN as the healthy control. CN \> 2 means a copy gain in some paired chromosomes, and CN \< 2 means the loss of at least one copy within the chromosome pair.

Confirmation of germline and non-synonymous somatic mutations {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------------------------------

We exploited the Verity 96-well PCR amplifier (ABI, USA) to perform PCR by adding special primers, followed by conventional PCR-based Sanger sequencing using the ABI3730XL (ABI, USA) sequencer. Next, we compared the results with the next-generation sequencing data to confirm the germline and nonsynonymous somatic mutations. For some low VAFs below detection limit of Sanger sequencing, we use IGV (Integrative Genomics Viewer) software \[[@CR24]\] to check the results manually. The mutations with both base count more than 10% and QV (Quality value) more than 20 were considered to be trusted mutations.

Results {#Sec7}
=======

Identification of somatic variations from primary tumor and lymph node metastatic tissues {#Sec8}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Average sequencing depth of the protein-coding regions were \~ 244.6X in primary tumors, \~ 224.2X in normal stomach tissues, \~ 220.8X in normal lymph nodes, \~ 230.8X in metastatic lymph nodes (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1 for detailed info). We detected a large collection of SNPs and indels in both primary and lymph node metastatic tissues for all the five GAC patients. Overall, 3228 translational meaningful somatic mutations were detected. The main type of mutation is nonsynonymous SNV (61.6%). Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a shows the mutation types and frequency that were detected. All mutations reported here are within the protein coding regions, and we also excluded these variations with greater than 5% frequency as reported in either the dbSNP database \[[@CR22]\] or the ExAC database \[[@CR25]\]. By comparing with the normal tissues, common and unique gene mutations were selected from different patients and tissues. The number of mutations in primary tumors and lymph node metastatic tissues are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b. From Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b, we can see P2 has the highest number of SNVs; 274 in primary tumor tissue only, 1281 in lymph node metastatic tissue only, and an additional 123 SNVs common to both tissues. Complete list of all SNPs was provided in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S2.Fig. 1Statistical analyses of somatic mutations in 5 GAC patients. **a** Somatic mutation types and their frequency in 5 GAC patients. S1\~S5: primary tumor tissue; L1\~L5: lymph node metastatic tissue; 1\~ 5: patient ID. Seven colors represent seven kinds of mutations, as shown inside the figure. **b** Somatic mutation number in 5 GAC patients. P1\~P5: patient ID. Red means lymph node metastatic tissue specific; green means primary tumor tissue specific; blue means both. **c** The proportion of base substitutions of somatic mutations in 5 GAC patients. S1\~S5: primary tumor tissue; L1\~L5: lymph node metastatic tissue; 1\~ 5: patient ID. Six color means six kinds of mutations

To dissect a mutational signature of primary tumors and metastatic lymph nodes, we examined the spectrum of base substitutions. C-to-A was the most frequent transversion in somatic mutations, which account for \~ 14.9% and \~ 44.3% of somatic mutations in primary tumors and metastatic lymph nodes, respectively (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c. C-to-T transversion was also enriched in the somatic mutations, consistent with previous studies \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\].

Biological processes implicated {#Sec9}
-------------------------------

We examined biological processes with frequently mutated genes in primary tumors and metastatic lymph nodes. Consistent with a previous report \[[@CR28]\], genes involved in cell adhesion and chromosome organization were frequently mutated in our GAC patients. Cellular component organization or biogenesis was the most enriched biological pathways among the frequently mutated genes within both primary tumors and lymph node metastatic tissues. Besides, single-organism organelle organization, cellular component organization, organelle organization and single-organism cellular process are the common pathways. Clustering of these mutations reveals many unique pathways as well. For instance, in primary tumors there are cytoskeleton organization, regulation of cellular component organization, regulation of GTPase activity, cell differentiation and cellular developmental process pathways; in metastatic lymph nodes there are localization, intracellular transport and cellular localization pathways (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a).Fig. 2The distribution of somatic mutations between primary tumors and lymph node metastatic tissues. **a** Biological processes frequently mutated in primary tumors and lymph node metastatic tissues. The functional terms significantly overrepresented are presented as -log~10~ (*P*-value). Red means lymph node metastatic tissue; blue means primary tumor tissue. **b** Paired variant allele frequency of mutations in primary tumors and lymph node metastatic tissues. Gray point: mutations with VAF ≥ 5% in primary and lymph node metastatic tissues; Blue point: mutations with VAF ≥ 10% in primary tumors; Red point: common mutations with VAF ≥ 10% between primary and metastatic tissues; P1-P5: Patient ID; VAF:Variant allele frequency. *TP53* is identified as a common driver genes, since they occur in multiple patients as both somatic and germline mutations. They are further proposed to be novel drug targets for cancer therapies, with further target validation required

Confirmation of somatic non-synonymous mutations {#Sec10}
------------------------------------------------

In order to discover new driver gene candidates, we focus on the mutations (VAF ≥ 10%) from more than 3000 cancer-related genes reported in the Cancer-genetics web \[[@CR29]\]. This collection of genes is speculated to be cancer related and potentially cancer driving. We compared the SNPs from both primary and metastatic tissues of all patients and found 37 such mutations within 35 genes from 5 patients.

These mutations were then successfully confirmed by Sanger sequencing and IGV (Integrative Genomics Viewer) software \[[@CR24]\] (for detail, please see Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1). Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b marked the variations of these genes within the primary and metastatic tissues. The number of genes mutated varies greatly among 5 patients, with P2 having the most (16 mutations), and P5 the least (1 mutation). (Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}: Table S3 shows all the somatic mutations identified in primary tumor and metastasis tissues from 5 patients by Sanger sequencing and IGV).

In particular, 30 somatic SNVs were confirmed in 28 genes (*TRIM24, LIFR, EPHA3, FOXG1, ABCC4, PTEN, SOX5, AKAP13, NTRK3, KLK10, FBXW7, ABCB1, LRP6, ARID1A, LIG3, TP53, ACTN4, LEF1, TLR2, PKHD1, CSMD1, CYP24A1, BCR, ITGAX, PTK7, SLCO1B1, JUN, CHCHD7*) for both the primary tumors and lymph node metastatic tissues, and 7 mutations unique to the primary tumor tissues. Among the seven unique mutations, 4 of them have been reported once whereas the other three haven't been recorded in the COSMIC database at all \[[@CR30]\]. These 7 mutations were mainly carried by three patients, of which Patient 2 carried the most mutations (See Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} for detailed info about these 7 mutations). Approximately 72% of somatic mutations were shared between the primary and metastatic sites. By comparing our findings to 578 known driver genes from the COSMIC database \[[@CR30]\], we found that among the 35 genes, 12 of them are known cancer driver genes (*EPHA3, TRIM24, BRAF, LIFR, PTEN, NTRK3, FBXW7, ARID1A, TP53, JUN, CHCHD7, SMAD4*).Table 2The unique mutations in the primary tumor tissueSample IDGeneMutationNM IDBase changesAA changesDomainVAFN in Cosmic**(**tissue**)**P2_S*BRAF*frameshift insertionNM_004333c.1208dupCp.P403fs--0.261 (Endometrioid carcinoma)P2_S*CD276*nonsynonymous SNVNM_001024736c.C479Tp.T160 MCD80-like\_ immunoglobulin C2-set0.149--P2_S*CUL3*nonsynonymous SNVNM_003590c.G1091Ap.R364HCullin repeat-like-containing domain0.1021 (Kidney)P2_S*EPHA7*nonsynonymous SNVNM_004440c.T1056Gp.S352RFibronectin type III0.11--P2_S*NKX2--2*nonsynonymous SNVNM_002509c.C413Tp.A138VHomeobox domain0.1631 (Stomach)P3_S*SMAD4*nonsynonymous SNVNM_005359c.G1082Cp.R361PSMAD domain\_ Dwarfin-type0.1661 (Stomach)P1_S*STAT6*nonsynonymous SNVNM_003153c.C1210Ap.Q404KSTAT transcription factor\_ DNA-binding0.118--*P1\~P5* patient ID, *VAF* Variant Allele Frequency, *AA* amino acid, *N* in Cosmic(tissue), The results come from Cosmic website <https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic>

Copy number variations in primary tumor and lymph node metastatic tissues {#Sec11}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

It has been established that copy number variation (CNV) arises as a result of preferential selection that favors cancer development \[[@CR31]\]. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the overall CNV situations among all 10 cancer samples from 5 patients. The outmost circle shows chromosomal positions. The next one shows gene distributions. As we are only sequencing exomes, the intergenic regions are not captured within this figure. The 5 interior circles represent 5 patients, each showing one primary cancer tissue, and one lymph node with metastatic cancer. CNV levels were obtained by dividing the two numbers: the total gene segment sequence counts seen in each gene in either the cancer tissue or the adjacent normal tissue. To address the concern of CNV variations among the normal tissues, we did compare the adjacent normal stomach tissue to the adjacent normal lymph nodes, and as expected, we did not detect any significant CNVs.Fig. 3View of CNV aberrations across each chromosome for 5 patients. Sample IDs are composed of Patient ID, followed by "-", followed by a letter. P1\~P5 are Patient IDs; letter L indicates lymph node metastatic tissue; and S primary tumor tissue. CNVs are depicted as spikes (ups and downs) within the circular curve. Shared CNVs among different cancer tissues are seen as similar spikes in the same angular region from the circle center. Within the figure, we can visually detect multiple CNVs among multiple samples

Our CNV graph resolution is at gene level. After carefully examine this graph, we discovered a total of 4130 genes with some sort of CNVs among the 10 samples. In the primary cancer tissues, CN gains in 3260 genes, and losses in 618 genes. In metastatic lymph nodes, CN gains in 834 genes and losses in 182 genes. So, the primary cancer cells have more CN gains than that of metastatic cells. Among the 5 patients, P3 has the most CNV events and P1 has the least.

Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows more detail about the CNVs, including quantities of those found in each specific tissue or those found shared between multiple tissues. The CN gains specific to the primary tumors total 2601 genes, while there are 332 CN losses, clustered in chromosome 4q and 9p. There were only 580 CN gains in the metastatic lymph nodes and CN losses were observed in 47 genes, clustered in 1q and 8p. The shared CNVs in both metastatic lymph nodes and primary tumors number 332 genes. (Details provided in Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}: Table S4).Table 3Summary of CNV types and numbers in primary tumor and metastatic samples of 5 patientsIDNum (S-Gain)Num (S-Loss)Num (L-Gain)Num (L-Loss)P111339614P2791446970P31241192381P41093539525P52210913182Total3260618834182StatusNumMain locusCNUniqueS-Gain26011p12; 1p13; 1q21; 1q23; 1q32; 1q42; 11q13; 13q12; 13q11; 13q22; 13q32; 13q33; 14q21; 14q22; 5p12;17p13; 17q21; 5p13; 5p15; 6p21; 6p22; 7q11; Xp222\~ 16.67S-Loss3324q32; 4q33; 4q35; 9p21; 9p22; 9p23; 9p24; 11p15; 16p13; 18p110.52\~ 2L-Gain5801p11; 1q21; 10p12; 10q11; 11q13; 12p13; 14q32; 15q13; 16p13; 17q11; 20q11; 20q11; 20q132\~ 7.04L-Loss471q21; 10q11; 16p13; 2p24; 22q11; 8p230.41\~ 2CommonS-Gain\
L-Gain2791q21; 11q13; 14q24; 17p13; 17q12; 17q21; 17q24; 19p13; ap23; 21q22; 4q12; 7p22; 7q11; 8p23; 9p12; 9q12; 9p13; 9q31;2.00\~ 7.04S-Loss\
L-Loss521q21; 10q11; 11p11; 11q12; 15q24; 16p13; 16p12; 17q12; 2q13; 14q11; 22q11; 5q13; 1p36; 5q35; 6p21; 8p23; 9p21;\
9p12; 9p11.20.11\~ 1.42S-Loss\
L-Gain17q22.10.91\~ 1.12\
3.42\~ 7.04*P1\~P5* patient ID, *S* primary tumor tissue, *L* lymph node metastatic tissue, *CNV* copy number variation, *Num* gene numbers, *S-Gain* CNV gains of primary tumor tissues. S-Loss, CNV losses of primary tumor tissues. L-Gain, CNV gains of lymph node metastatic tissues. L-Loss, CNV losses of lymph node metastatic tissues. *CN* copy number

To further understand tumorigenesis in the primary tissues and in metastasis process, we carefully examined the 578 cancer driver genes from the COSMIC database \[[@CR30]\]. Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows the CNVs either unique or common in the primary and metastatic tissues. Our data confirms CNVs reported in other GC studies, including important driver genes such as *EGFR*, *ERBB2*, *ERBB4*, and *CCND1* \[[@CR32], [@CR33]\]. *EGFR* copy number gains were associate with an increased risk of invasion and metastasis in solid tumors including GC, suggesting its potential significance as a prognostic marker \[[@CR31]\]. It is interesting that *EGFR* has a large gain in patient P2 in both the primary tissue (CN = 4.54, compared to the adjacent normal tissue), and in the metastatic tissue (CN = 19.95). In patient P5, however, there is a CN loss (CN = 0.48) in its lymph node metastatic cells.Table 4A detailed overview of DNA copy number gains or losses in primary tumors and metastatic tissuesUnique to the primary tumor tissuesLocating GeneLocusVCNLocating GeneLocusVCN* ACSL3, PAX3*2q36.1+3.49*MAD2L1BP*6p21.1+2.69* BRCA1*17q21.31+3.79*MSH6, FBXO11*2p16.3+3.21* BRCA2, KL*13q13.1+2.66*MTCP1*Xq28+3.62* CCNB1IP1*14q11.2*+*3.31*MTUS2, FLT1*13q12.3+2.66* CCND1*11q13.3*+*5.83*MYB*6q23.3+6.07* CDK12*17q12*+*6.5*NCOA4*10q11.23+2.93* CDK8*13q12.13+2.66*NIN*14q22.1*+*3.44* CDX2, FLT3*13q12.2+2.66*NOTCH2*1p11.2+4.68* EGFR*7p11.2+4.54*NRAS, TRIM33*1p13.2+4.68* ELK4, IKBKE, SLC45A3*1q32.1+2.74*PDE4DIP*1q21.1+7.66* EPCAM, MSH2*2p21+3.21*RABEP1, USP6*17p13.2+2.82* ERBB2*17q12+3.76\~ 6.5*RARA, TOP2*17q21.2+3.76\~ 6.5* ERBB4, IDH1*2q34+2.86*RB1*13q14.2+2.64* ERCC5*13q33.1+2.64*SMAD2*18q21.1+3.53* FAM46C, HSD3B2*1p12+4.68*STAT3*17q21.2+3.79* FEV, ATIC*2q35+2.08\~ 3.49*SUZ12*17q11.2+2.71* FGFR3*4p16.3+4.21*TERT*5p15.33+3.03* KRT17*17q21.2+3.08*TRIM27*6p22.1+2.97* KTN1*14q22.3*+*3.44*YWHAE*17p13.3*+*4.21* LCP1*13q14.13+2.64*ZMYM2*13q12.11+2.66* LRP5*11q13.2+5.83*ZRSR2*Xp22.2+3.23Unique to the metastatic tissuesLocating GeneLocusVCNLocating GeneLocusVCN *CHD6, MAFB, TOP1*20q12+3.05*SRC*20q11.23+3.05 *NUMA1*11q13.4+2.94Common to the primary tumor and metastasis tissuesLocating GeneLocusVCNLocating GeneLocusVCN *HIP1*7q11.23+2.65\~ 2.77*RAD51B*14q24.1*+*2.75--2.78 *CHIC2, KDR, KIT, PDGFRA*4q12+2.67\~ 3.17*ETV4*17q21.31+2.66--5.11 *TMPRSS2*21q22.3+2.90\~ 3.88*CDKN2A*9p21.3--0.8--1.32 *PMS2*7p22.1+2.62\~ 2.78*CDKN2B*9p21.3--0.8--1.32*V* CNV state, *CN* Copy number, +, CNV gain; ---, CNV loss

The chromosome 17q arm is particularly plagued by CNVs and warrants a closer look. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a-c gives the genomic regions where CN gains occur. In Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a, we see an important gene, *ERBB2* has CN gains in 3 of the 5 patients, ranging 3.76\~ 6.5. Additionally, all the neighboring genes within the same location (17q12) show similar CNV pattern in a total of 3 samples involving 5 patients. The block of genes amplified multiple times, starting from the left of *PPP1R1B* (17q12, location 37,783,176), and ending to the right of *LRRC3C* (17q12, location 38,100,987), a segment of \~ 318 KB involving 14 genes.Fig. 4CNVs in different samples with boundary resolution at gene level. CNV gains and losses involving key driver genes in certain samples are shown here. Genome sequences are represented by the central axis, with genomic arm locations given on the right side. Their genomic starting and ending base pair locations were indicated in pink numbers ending with bp. Since our results are achieved through exome sequencing, the boundaries demarked here represent the contained regions within the real CNV blocks instead of the exact basepair locations. Gene IDs within the CNV blocks are either in yellow (**a**-**c**) or green (**d**) boxes, or listed above the central axis. Sample IDs are listed below the central axis, with their respective CN listed on the right side, in white. A CN greater than 2 is interpreted as CNV gains and a CN less than 2 as CNV losses. Sample IDs start with Patient IDs (P1-P5), followed bya hyphen and tissue type (S or L). S represents primary cancer tissue, and L metastatic lymph sites. **a** Likely two blocks of CNV gains involving *ERBB2*. One block starts with *PP1R1B* and ends with *LRRC3C*, with a genomic length of \~ 318Kb containing a total of 14 genes. Tissues include P2-L and P3-S. The other one, in P3-L, starts at *GRB7* and ends after*LRRC3C*. **b** Genomic block amplification in 17q21.1, starting at *GSDMA* and ending at gene *WIPF2*. The block size is \~ 319Kb, involving 4 tissues (P2-S, P2-L, P3-S, P3-L). This amplification is likely critical for both tumorigenesis and metastatics, as the amplification is present in both primary tumors and metastatic tissues with the exact same boundaries. CN is from 2.75 to 6.50. **c** Another block with CNV gains in 17q21.31. This block is the largest, with genomic length of 2,202Kb, and involving 63 genes. The boundaries are most likely fixed in three samples (P2-S, P3-S, P3-L). **d** A CNV loss event in 3 samples (P2-S, P4-S, P4-L) in chromosome 9p21.3, involving two cancer driver genes (*CDKN2A* and *CDKN2B*). The block size is 41Kb, a relatively small block. It is likely that one copy of these two genes was lost in one of the chromosomes. The differences in the CN in different tissues are small, and could simply be caused by the portion of cancerous cells within the sample tissues. This loss may be important to tumorigenesis and metastasis

There are other segmental CNV gains in 17q21.1 and 17q21.31, involving 14 and 63 genes respectively, with CN at 2.66\~ 5.11, and each in at least 3 distinct tissues. The average amplification folds for each segment in each positive sample are listed in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b, c. Although there were several reports previously concerning 17q segmental amplifications, nobody has provided exact boundaries of these segments \[[@CR32]--[@CR34]\]. Through exome sequencing, we are the first to provide exact boundaries of these segments with resolution at the gene level. The duplication events most likely happened at two exact positions (hotspots) with the genome, and it happened multiple times. Unfortunately we did not do whole-genome sequencing, cannot identify these two hotspots. They can be resolved by whole genome sequencing.

We also detect another interesting CN loss in two known tumor suppressor genes, *CDKN2A* and *CDKN2B*, with CN at 0.8\~ 1.32, as shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}d. It occurred in 2 patients, involving 3 samples (primary tumors and metastatic tumors). The segment is about 32 KB in 9p21.3. This CN \< 2 is likely the result of losing one copy of the gene in majority of cancerous cells, as the CN is close to 1.0. However, we cannot rule out the possible loss of both copies in 2 chromosomes in a smaller portion of the sequenced cells. Since the expression level of *CDKN2A* and *CDKN2B* are critical to tumorigenesis, we believe the CN losses of these two genes contribute to the malignancy of the tumor.

Discussions {#Sec12}
===========

We found that genes involved in cell adhesion and chromosome organization were frequently mutated in these GAC patients, which is consistent with previous reporting \[[@CR23]\]. There are many different somatic mutations between primary tumor tissues and their paired lymph node metastatic tissues, especially in Patient 2. We confirmed that 30 candidate driver mutations were mutated in both primary and lymph nodes tissues, and seven candidate mutations which only mutated in primary tumors. Theoretically it is easy to understand that there are more mutations within the primary tumors than that of the metastatic tumors, as the metastatic tumors comes from a subpopulation of the primary tumor. It is somewhat surprising that we did not see any metastatic specific mutations, as one would expect these metastatic tumor cells will continue to mutate its genome and to gain more growth power. Also, we found that there were no common mutations among the five patients, suggesting a high heterogeneity of tumor cells and the complexity of the pathogenesis in gastric tumor. It will require a much larger population study to outline the possible subtypes of GAC based on driver mutation collections.

For CNVs, although there were several reports regarding 17q segmental amplifications, nobody has provided exact boundaries of these amplified segments. It has been reported that the *PPP1R1B-STARD3-TCAP-PNMT-PERLD1-ERBB2-MGC14832-GRB7* locus at chromosome 17ql2 is frequently amplified in gastric cancer and breast cancer \[[@CR32]\]. Maqani et al. discovered that the large section sequence amplification is closely related to GC incidence \[[@CR33]\]. Varis et al. used GC xenografts and four GC cell lines to confirm that 11 genes within 17q12--21 region were amplified within the genome (*ERBB2*, *TOP2A*, *GRB7*, *ACLY*, *PIP5K2B*, *MPRL45*, *MKP-L*, *LHX1*, *MLN51*, *MLN64*, and *RPL27*) \[[@CR34]\]. Through exome sequencing, we are the first to provide exact boundary resolution of these segments at the gene level. The duplication events most likely happened at two exact positions (hotspots) within the genome, for a fixed chunk of the chromosome.

In addition, *CDKN2A* and *CDKN2B, at chromosome 9p21 and encoding p16 and p15 respectively,* show CN loss (CN = 0.8\~ 1.32) in three samples of two patients. Previous research shows the inactivation of *CDKN2A* and *CDKN2B* are associated with tumorigenesis \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\]. 9p21 is a locus where frequent homozygous and heterozygous deletions occur in many primary tumors. *CDKN2A* and *CDKN2B* inhibit cyclin dependent kinase 4 (CDK4) and CDK6 and control cellular proliferation by preventing entry into the S phase of the cell cycle. Their inactivation may contribute to uncontrolled growth in cancer \[[@CR35]\]. Young et al., in a cohort of 143 patients with primary invasive melanoma, showed that CNVs were common in melanoma and hemizygous or homozygous loss of *CDKN2A,* corresponding to 56% of cases \[[@CR36]\]. There is no previous reporting on their involvement in gastric cancer prior to our work.

Conclusions {#Sec13}
===========

To better understand the mechanism of occurrence and development of GAC, we selected 5 male patients with metastasis in lymph nodes, and performed exome sequencing in primary tumor tissues, matched normal tissues, and metastatic lymph nodes, followed by in-depth bioinformatics analysis and focused on the somatic mutations. We were able to confirm many known facts, and we have several discoveries:We confirmed 30 candidate driver gene mutations in both primary and lymph nodes tissues, with another 7 candidate driver gene mutations only in primary tumors.We identified the CNV of many genes previously known to drive GAC, including *EGFR* and *ERBB2*. Many of the genes in the amplified block may contribute to tumorigenesis synergistically, but mostly their impact is unknown today. Of special interest is a block within chromosome 17q12--21, where *ERBB2* is contained within. There are large-segment CN gains happened in17q12, 17q21.2 and 17q21.31, involving 14, 14, 63 genes respectively, with CN at 2.66\~ 6.5 and in at least 3 distinct tissues. Through exome sequencing, we resolved the boundaries of these segmental amplifications to the level of genes.Two genes, *CDKN2A* and *CDKN2B* show CN loss (CN = 0.8\~ 1.32) in the primary tissues and metastatic lymph nodes of two patients. Previous research shows the inactivation of *CDKN2A* and *CDKN2B* are associated with tumorigenesis \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\].

Due to the relative small sample size, our discoveries in these categories should be considered as preliminary, at this current time. Nevertheless, our results indicate an important potential avenues for further work.
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